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The ACASA Newsletter is published three times a year: Spring/Summer, Fall, and 
Winter. We invite members to submit items of interest for publication.  These can 
include calls for papers, grant proposal, and award entries; news about conferences 
and symposia; new publications, exhibitions, job changes, fieldwork, and travel. 

Spring/Summer 2016: May 15, 2016
Fall 2016: September 14, 2016
Winter 2017: January 14, 2017

Deadlines for 
submission of news 
items:

Dear ACASA members,

In his framing essay to the main exhibition of this year’s Dak’art, artistic director 
Simon Njami, suggests we look at and appreciate art as the ultimate place of 

experimentation, reflection and re-enchantment. For Njami, “re-
enchanting the world means putting a seemingly forgotten reality 
back on the agenda. It means giving free reign to our intelligibility 
and sensibility, without fearing censorship from this or that 
intellectual or artistic parish… Reviving desire, for this alone 
can be vector or transformation.” While Njami engages with the 
transformative energy of contemporary artists, this same profound 
and affective power is a character that defines many African 
historical and contemporary creative traditions. Throughout 
history, art has been one of the most effective means of imbuing 
this enchanted intelligibility and sensibility in the daily experience 
of people throughout the continent.

How to understand, discuss, engage with African creativity beyond simplification 
and stereotypes? How to continue to bring to the fore the complexity of the history 
of art in Africa? How is our field transforming in response to the intellectual 
challenges of the 21st century?

These and many other questions will be at the core of the discussion in the 17th 
ACASA Triennial. As you all know by now, this will take place at the University of 
Ghana, Legon from August 8 to 13, 2017. In this issue, you will read from many 
people actively involved in preparing what we hope will be an extraordinary

Silvia Forni, ACASA President
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Editor's note

Deborah Stokes, Editor. Photo by 
Patrick Effiboley, in Anitra Nettle-
ton's Office at the Wits Art 
Museum,  2015

meeting. We are excited to announce the 2017 Triennial call for papers. Information 
for submission can also be found on the website. We are also quite thrilled to 
announce that in the 2017 Triennial we will introduce a new  Curatorial Award, 
which together with the Rubin Publication Award, the Sieber Dissertation Award 
and the Leadership Award will enable us to acknowledge excellence in yet another 
facet of our field.

Details and information on committee, deadlines and procedures will posted and 
updated on our website in the weeks to come. 

Stay tuned and start planning.  

Silvia Forni — President

The Newsletter has a new look. I would like to congratulate Leslie Rabine, assistant 
editor, who has invested her amazing vision and skill in fashioning a beautifully 
reimagined design and enhanced layout for our Newsletter, Spring/Summer issue, 
volume 103.  You will find Leslie has subdivided some topics for ease of locating 

categories of interest and we will be highlighting new on line exhibitions 
and resources.  Our Picture This category is temporarily on hiatus for this 
edition.   Intended as a space to convey a visual curiosity to confront us 
to re- think what we think we know about Africa and to help create a new 
conversation, many of the wonderful submissions received did not fully 
align within these guidelines. We will continue working to accommodate 
all submissions – look under our Members’ News for art gallery shows and 
other personal member announcements.
 
Please remember to check out the important 2017 Triennial News section 
with updates from our dedicated and enthusiastic Program Committee 
Chairs, opportunities for Publication and Curatorial Award nominations, 
and Donor support through fundraising and ‘friend’-raising.  We are 
grateful for all your continued support and submissions.  The Newsletter is 
a dedicated space to share our stories, announcements, and achievements 
that represent important contributions of our membership and that reflect 
the values of the ACASA mission.   Let us know what you think about 
The Newsletter’s new look!

Deborah Stokes — Editor
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A

Photo by Ingénieur en Image. Saint-
Louis, Senegal, 2015.

Assistant Editor's note In addition to the exciting progress on 
the 2017 Triennial Symposium, this big 
newsletter has tons of useful informa-
tion.  Please don't miss all the oppor-
tunities for fellowships, paper submis-
sions, and jobs; all the exhibitions in 
Africa, the US, Europe and Asia; all the 
new publications and journals. 

In this note, I'd like to extend grateful 
thanks and appreciation to Joel Rich-
ard, lead Web Developer for the Smith-
sonian Libraries, whose banner for Artists' books and Africa (see Winter News-
letter)  I copied for the section headings.  Let me also thank the many of you who 
contributed to this newsletter, shared your passions, your talents, your eloquent 
words.  This is your newsletter, so puruse and enjoy. 

Leslie Rabine — Assistant Editor 

Support the 2017 
Triennial Symposium in 
Ghana! 

From the ACASA Triennial Fundraising Committee

An exceptionally high attendance by scholars, students and artists living in Africa 
should be the outstanding feature of the 2017 Triennial in Ghana. This can only 
happen with exceptionally high levels of fundraising and strategic budgeting by our 
members living in the US, Canada and Europe.

The Fundrasing committee — Cynthia Becker, Silvia Forni, Shannen Hill, Corinne 
Kratz, Smooth Ugochukwu Nzewi and Susan Vogel — has been meeting every three 
weeks since January. We are well on our way to identifying and soliciting likely 
donors. 

Please suggest any potential donors we could have overlooked, be receptive — 
please, if you receive an appeal yourself, and budget now for your own attendance in 
Ghana in August 2017. And if at all possible help a younger person in your circle to 
come as well!
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ACASA thanks the donors who enable our many programs, including the Trienni-
al fund, the Roy Sieber Dissertation Award, our Travel Fund for members to attend 
meetings and conferences, and our Endowment Fund for long term planning:

AAA

Donor Recognition

William Dewey
Henry Drewal
Corinne Kratz
Elizabeth Perrill
Robin Poynor
Roy Sieber Dissertation 
Award Endowment 
Fund:
William Dewey
Robin Poynor

Travel Endowment Fund
New
Kate Ezra
Merle and Leslie Rabine
Winter, 2016
William Dewey
Henry Drewal
Elizabeth Perrill 
Liese Van Der Watt
ACASA Endowment

New
Rebecca Martin Nagy
Winter, 2016
William Dewey
Henry Drewal
Triennial Fund
New
Pamela Allara
Genevieve Hill-Thomas
Winter, 2016

Remember that ACASA is a 501 (c) (3) tax-exempt organization, so members based
the US can deduct the donation as a charitable contribution to the extent provided 
by the law.

To donate, you can use our brand new credit card on-line system or mail in a 
cheque to our treasurer. Information and donation forms can be found on line at 
http://www.acasaonline.org/donations/

Thank you very much for supporting ACASA, the organization that brings us to-
gether!

November 1, 2016 
Deadline. 
Call for Panel/Round-
table Proposals

The Arts Council of the African Studies Association (ACASA) 17th Triennial 
Symposium on African Art,  hosted by the University of Ghana’s Institute of 
African Studies (IAS)

Triennial Symposium August 8 – 13, 2017 will be held on the University of Ghana, 
Legon campus.
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Important Dates:

Submission 
requirements

The symposium will begin with Museum Day on August 8,  followed by panels and 
roundtable discussions from August 9 –13. 

Mark Your Calendar:   Deadline for panel proposals:  November 1, 2016

The program committee encourages the submission of panels with four twenty-
minute papers plus a discussant, and roundtables with a maximum of eight ten-
minute presentations.  Participants may present only one paper, but may serve as a 
discussant on another panel or serve as a presenter on a roundtable.

Panel/roundtable proposals may be open (consisting solely of a proposed panel/
roundtable topic without the panelists/participants having been selected) or they 
may be submitted fully constituted with all proposed panelists or roundtable 
participants identified.

Panel and roundtable proposals must include the following: 
• Title 
• A proposal not to exceed one page describing the theme and scope of the 
panel or roundtable
• A short abstract not to exceed 100 words to be published in the ACASA 
Newsletter, the H-AfrArts website, and on the ACASA Triennial website 
• Contact information including address, phone, fax, and e-mail for the panel/
roundtable chair(s)

ACASA membership is required to submit a proposal, and all participants must 
register for the conference.  Visit http://www.acasaonline.org/join-acasa/ for 
information on ACASA membership and to join. 

• December 15, 2016:  Panel and roundtable proposals approved by the 
Program Committee (Daniel Avorgbedor, Christine Mullen Kreamer, Ugochukwu-
Smooth Nzewi, Ciraj Rasool, Ray Silverman) will be posted on the ACASA 
Triennial website by and publicized via H-AfrArts and the ACASA Newsletter.  
• January 16, 2017:  Deadline for paper proposals for open panels and for 
participation on open roundtables (to be submitted directly to panel/roundtable 
chairs) 
• February 15, 2017: Deadline for panel/roundtable chairs’ submission of fully 
constituted panels and roundtables to the Program Committee. 

Submit panel/roundtable proposals to:  [link to be announced].

kkk
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ACASA is pleased to announce the procedure for its upcoming Triennial 
Awards competitions for three awards. The Arnold Rubin Outstanding Book 
Award recognizes two categories of books: Single authored and multi-authored 
volumes. The Roy Sieber Dissertation Award recognizes one Ph.D. dissertation of 
outstanding merit. Runners up are also awarded in each category. Books must have 
been printed between September 1, 2013 and August 30, 2016; dissertations must 
have been fully vetted and degrees granted in this same period. No exceptions will 
be made to this calendar as books and dissertations realized after the deadline are 
eligible for the 2020 Triennial awards competition.

To compete,send three copies of the publication/dissertation to the Jordan Fenton. 
Please include a cover letter that simply indicates your wish to be included in the 
competition. Jordan Fenton will then distribute the copies to award committee 
members so that all submissions arrive at the same time in mid-October. Winners 
will be announced at the 2017 Triennial.

Dr. Jordan Fenton, ACASA Treasurer
849 Dufour Lane
Oxford, OH  45056
USA
513-529-2909

New York City, February 15-18, 2017
CFP:  Panel sponsored by the Arts Council of the African Studies Association

Panel Topic: Flesh 

Artists have long ruminated on boundaries levied against bodies in the name of var-
ied and often intersecting concerns, be they political, cultural, religious, philosoph-
ical, medicinal, or otherwise. This panel engages artistic activity that centers flesh, 
membrane, or skin as a site or means for questioning boundaries imposed from 
without. Although restricted to Africa and its diasporas, the panel is otherwise open 
to scholarly analysis of art work around this theme. For instance, panelists may 
consider artistic treatment of human, animal, or architectural flesh; haptic, optic, or 
other sensory experience wherein the flesh is principle conduit; flesh as fabric for 
mind-body exploration; (trans)national, psychoanalytic, or biopolitical studies that-
prominently situate flesh; censorship of flesh and artful activist endeavors to over-
ride it; or the poetics of flesh as material or metaphor for personal purpose. Other 
approaches to this topic are also welcome. By August 30, interested parties should 
send a c.v. and abstract of no more than 500 words to Shannen Hill, shannenlhill@
gmail.com. CAA requires that all who propose papers be members of their orga

August 30, 2016 
Deadline.
College Arts Associa-
tion Conference

k
September 30, 2016 
Deadline. 

ACASA Call for 
Nominations:
Book and Dissertation 
Awards
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Founded in 2014, the Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History (https://www.utdal-
las.edu/arthistory/) is a center for innovative research and graduate education in the 
history of art and a community of scholars dedicated to collaboration and exchange. 

The Edith O’Donnell Fellowship supports an early-career art historian of outstand-
ing merit and potential for a period of work on a project related to the research 
initiatives of the Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History at the University of Texas 
at Dallas. For the 2016-2017 year the O’Donnell institute seeks to appoint a schol-
ar of African Art, with an emphasis on connections across geography and culture. 
In addition, the O’Donnell Institute Fellow will be invited to work closely with the 
African Collection at the Dallas Museum of Art, and to collaborate with scholars, 
curators, and conservators throughout the DFW.  Predoctoral applicants who will 
finish the dissertation during the fellowship year are eligible to apply; however, pref-
erence will be given to postdoctoral applicants who have completed the Ph.D. (or 
terminal degree) within the past two years, i.e. after August 2014. Please prepare the 
following materials, addressed to Dr. Richard Brettell, Founding Director, The Edith 
O’Donnell Institute of Art History and Dr. Sarah Kozlowski, Assistant Director, 
The Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History: a letter of introduction, a curriculum 
vitae, and a description of the project to be pursued during the Fellowship period, 
including a summary of work completed to date and a plan for work to be carried 
out during Fellowship. 
Materials can be submitted through the online application: https://jobs.utdal-
las.edu/postings/4799

2016-17 Fellowship 
in African Art at the 
Edith O'Donnell Insti-
tute of Art History

nization, and that an online form be completed and submitted with the materials 
above. See www.collegeart.org to join and learn more. All parties will be notified of 
the outcome by September 15.

777

vvv
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The Fulbright Program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, is the U.S. government’s flagship international 
exchange program and is supported by the people of the United States and partner 
countries around the world.
The program offers teaching, research or combination teaching and research awards 
in over 125 countries.  Opportunities are available for college and university faculty, 
administrators as well as for professionals, artists, journalists, scientists, lawyers, 
independent scholars and many others. 
 
This year, the Fulbright Scholar Program is offering over 65 awards in the field of 
Art, including all specializations: Architecture, Art History, Dance, Drama/The-
ater, Film Studies, Music, as well as the Visual and Performing Arts. Opportunities 
include:
   Canada: Research Chairs in Arts and Humanities
   China or Europe: Fulbright-Terra Foundation Award in the History of American Art 
   Egypt: Visual and Performing Arts
   Guinea: Open to All Disciplines, with a preference for scholars in the Visual Arts 
and Dance
    Nepal: All Disciplines
 
For additional awards in the field of Art, please visit our discipline highlights web-
page. There you will find award highlights and examples of successful projects in 
the Arts, as well as scholar testimonials which highlight the outcomes and benefits 
associated with completing a Fulbright Scholar grant.
 
For eligibility factors, detailed application guidelines and review criteria, please 
follow this link:http://cies.org/program/core-fulbright-us-scholar-program. 
You may also wish to register for one of our webinars or join our mailing list, My 
Fulbright, a resource for applicants interested in receiving program updates and 
application tips. Applicants must be U.S. citizens and the current competition will 
close on August 1, 2016.

Please contact Beth Anderson at BAnderson@iie.org or you can reach out to any of 
our regional program staff for more information. We are happy to answer any ques-
tions you may have on applying.

2017-2018 academic 
year Fulbright Scholar 
Program. 

vvv
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Curatorial Research 
Specialist: African Art

The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts is seeking applicants to fill a three-year position 
of Curatorial Research Specialist in African Art to focus on the historic arts of Af-
rica. The successful candidate will work as part of a dynamic curatorial and conser-
vation team engaged in a major initiative involving technical analysis, conservation, 
and cultural study of the VMFA’s extensive African art collection. Supported by a 
grant from the Andrew Mellon Foundation, the initiative will integrate the exper-
tise of conservators, curators, art historians, and scientists, and will include part-
nerships and exchange with peers in Africa where possible. Public presentation of 
the findings generated by the research is an important goal of this project. As part 
of the broader project team, the Curatorial Research Specialist in African Art will 
work directly with the VMFA Curator of African Art in conducting research that 
will support the scientific and art historical objectives of the program. They will 
also participate in all aspects of departmental work including collaboration with the 
museum’s education staff and participation in public programs, lectures, and gallery 
talks.  The Mellon Foundation grant is committed to encouraging diversity in the 
museum profession.  

Qualifications:  The successful candidate will hold an advanced degree with sub-
stantial focus on the historic arts of Africa, a deep commitment to research on a 
wide variety of topics, and interest in developing a museum career. This position 
requires strong interpersonal and communication skills (written, oral, and visual) 
and proficiency in the use of MS Office (Word, Excel, Outlook, and PowerPoint). A 
security background check will be required.

Hiring Range:  This position is full-time and includes full state benefits.  Salary will 
be determined based on qualifications and experience.  

To apply, log onto the Commonwealth of Virginia Online Employment System at 
https://virginiajobs.peopleadmin.com and submit your application, letter of in-
tent and resume.  This position is open until filled.   Please contact the HR office at 
804.340.1485 if you need assistance.  EOE.

vvv

WATCH for NEW Curatorial Awards. Calls for Nominations — Coming Soon! NEW:  ACASA 
 Curatorial Awards v
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The African Studies Center at BU is offering six years of full funding for graduate 
students who study an African language. That is enough for coursework and fund-
ing for a year of fieldwork in Africa. 
Please keep Boston University in mind when you advise students who want to study 
African art history in graduate school.  

The African Studies 
Center of 
Boston University

444

On-going

Through May 29, 2016.
Encounters Beyond 
Borders:  Contempo-
rary Artists from the 
Horn of Africa

Kennedy Museum of Art, Ohio University
       Last Look:  Closing May 29, 2016
The exhibition focuses on encounters from crossing or leaving behind the borders 
of a nation-state because of political conflict. Artists’ works are exhibited from 
several countries in the Horn of Africa, comprised of Ethiopia, Eritrea, Sudan, Dji-
bouti, and Somalia along the Red Sea.  Living today in North America and Europe, 
these artists express in their pieces multidirectional flows, frictions, networks, and 
mobilities within and between the continents of Africa, North America, and other 
world spaces. 
For featured Artists, see
https://www.ohio.edu/museum/art/exhibitions/index.cfm 

Museum Rietberg, Zurich (CH)
An exhibition devoted to the Dadaists’ preoccu-
pation with non-European art and culture.
The exhibition marks the 100th anniversary of 
Dadaism and examines for the first time a hith-
erto little-researched topic: the Dadaists’ pre-
occupation with non-European art and culture. 
Materials, forms, texts and music from Africa, Oceania, Asia and America served as 
sources of inspiration and a reference for abstraction and originality.
The exhibition is a collaboration of the Museum Rietberg in Zurich and the Berlin-
ische Galerie.  www.rietberg.ch

Through July 17, 2016.
Dada Afrika
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Weltkulturenmuseum 
Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany
http://www.weltkulturenmuseum.de/

Through July 24, 2016.
A Labour of Love: 
Kunst aus Südafrika – 
die 80er jetzt

444

Smithsonian’s National Museum of African Art
Washington, D.C.
This major exhibition showcases the photographs of Chief 
Solomon Osagie Alonge (1911–1994), one of Nigeria’s 
premiere photographers and the first official photographer 
to the royal court of Benin. Alonge’s historic photographs 
document the rituals, pageantry, and regalia of the court 
for more than half a century and 
provide rare insight into the early 
history and practice of studio 
photography in West Africa.  
http://africa.si.edu/exhibitions/
current-exhibitions/  

Through July 31, 2016.
Chief S.O. Alonge: 
Photographer to the 
Royal Court of Benin, 
Nigeria. 

Solomon Osagie Alonge, 
c. 1950.

Stylish gentleman leaning 
on stool.

Benin City, Nigeria 
Chief S.O. Alonge Collec-

tion 
EEPA 2009-007-0093

444

Smithsonian’s National Museum 
of African Art
Washington D.C.
A site-specific commission by the 
museum, Market Symphony 
draws on the commercial cries 
and urban ambiance of Balogun, 
a sprawling open-air market in 
Lagos, Africa’s largest 
and most populated city.  

Through 2016.
Emeka Ogboh’s Market 
Symphony

444
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Smithsonian’s National Museum of African Art
Washington, D.C.
Artists’ Books and Africa is the first exhibition to focus on African artists’ books 
from the Smithsonian Libraries’ Warren M. Robbins Library and the National Mu-
seum of African Art.
http://africa.si.edu/exhibitions/current-exhibitions/ 

Through September 
11, 2016.
Artists’ Books and 
Africa

A travelling exhibition beginning on the African continent and travelling to 
Europe
          February 4 – April 4, 2016  National Gallery of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe 
          April 14 – June 12, 2016  Makerere Art Gallery in Kampala, Uganda 
          September 24 – December 11, 2016  Städtische Galerie Bremen, Germany 

Works by 20 artists reflecting on narratives of migration. 

In reversing the usual pattern, where exhibitions 
are first shown in Europe and only then travel 
to Africa, “Kabbo ka Muwala” will begin at two 
traditional exhibition venues in Zimbabwe and 
Uganda before arriving at the port city of Bremen, 
Germany. Each venue will feature a core of travel-
ling works complemented by displays and exhib-
its that make reference to the respective region.  
Conceived as an itinerant project taking place in 
Zimbabwe, Uganda and Germany, the exhibition 
artistically 
explores perspectives on the multitude of migra-
tion processes in and from southern and eastern 
Africa primarily through the eyes of artists from these regions. A wide range of 
media, including photo works, videos, mixed media, and installations will propose 
alternative reflections to clichéd representations of a mass exodus to the Global 
North. 

The title of the exhibition is an idiom in Luganda, a widely spoken language in 
central Uganda. The expression refers to a tradition known throughout East Africa 
in which a bride transports presents in a basket to her new family and her parents in 

Kabbo Ka Muwala - 
The Girl’s Basket 
Migration and Mobility 
in Contemporary Art 
in Southern and East-
ern Africa

444

Kudzanai Chiurai Leviathan 
(detail) 2015
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explores perspectives on the multitude of migration processes in and from southern 
and eastern Africa primarily through the eyes of artists from these regions. A wide 
range of media, including photo works, videos, mixed media, and installations will 
propose alternative reflections to clichéd representations of a mass exodus to the 
Global North. 

turn. Metaphorically the basket represents expectations and hopes, but also dis-
appointments and setbacks, which come with marriage and also with processes of 
migration.

The exhibition and accompanying programme also aim at emerging artists, activists 
and grassroots organisations, universities and schools.

Participating artists: Berry Bickle (ZW), Jodi Bieber (ZA), The Border Farm Project 
(ZW/ZA), Rehema Chachage (TZ), Mimi Cherono Ng’ok (KE), Kudzanai Chiurai 
(ZW), Anawana Hobøl (ZM/NO), Kiluanji Kia Henda (AO), Wanja Kimani (KE/ET/
UK), Miriam Syowia Kyambi (KE), Gerald Machona (ZW/ZA), Immy Mali (UG), 
Nástio Mosquito (AO), Victor Mutelekesha (ZM/NO), MwangwiHutter (DE/KE), Na-
kivArt/Anke Fischer (UG/DE), Emma Wolukau-Wanambwa (UG/UK), Xenson (UG), 
Helen Zeru (ET), Rut Karin Zettergren (SE)
Curators: Raphael Chikukwa (National Gallery of Zimbabwe), Katrin Pe-
ters-Klaphake (Makerere Art Gallery) and Dr. Ingmar Lähnemann (Städtische Galerie 
Bremen).  Assistant Curator: Anna Kućma (Makerere Art Gallery)

The accompanying illustrated catalogue includes essays by the curatorial and the 
scholarly team, as well as by Gerald Machona, Kiluanji Kia Henda, Rosemary Jaji, 
and Yordanos Seifu Estifanos, linking scholarship in cultural studies and social sci-
ences with artists’ perspectives.  http://kabbokamuwala.org/  

444

April 29, 2016 – Sep-
tember 18, 2016.

Disguise: Masks and 
Global African Art

Brooklyn Museum, New York
Twenty-five contemporary artists connect with historical African masquerade, 
using play and provocation to invite viewers to think critically about their world 
and their place within it. By putting on a mask and becoming someone else, artists 
reveal hidden realities about society, including those of power, class, and gender, to 
suggest possibilities for the future.  
https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/disguise_masks_global_african_art 

444
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Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden  (SKD), Germany

The exhibition addresses the 
relationship between scien-
tific attempts to construct 
race and common racist no-
tions on the basis of hitherto 
little known visual material. 
At the heart of this complex 
project is the as yet unex-
amined obsessive collection 
of pictures by the Dresden 
ethnologist and anthropolo-
gist Bernhard Struck (1888—
1971).  
Three works of fine art provide the initial material for a critical assessment of the 
manipulative use of visual metaphors, which give the alleged difference — alteri-
ty — its very plausibility. The first is the scandal-provoking sculpture of a gorilla 

abducting a female figure 
by the 19th-century sculp-
tor Emmanuel Frémiet 
(1824—1910), who was 
highly successful in his day. 
The second is the major 
work "Manipolazione di 
Cultura / Manipulation 
der Kultur" (Manipula-
tion of Culture) by the 
Italian artist Fabio Mauri 
(1926—2009), which has 
never been shown before in 
Germany. The third piece is 

a video triptych with sequences by the German film pioneer Arnold Fanck (1889—
1974), which presents the circulus vitiosus of German history, seemingly caught in a 
endlessly repeating loop with the racist perception of the Other.  
Wolfgang Scheppe, Guest Curator

Through August 7, 
2016
Surveying the 
Non-Human: On the 
Aesthetics of Racism
Proposition IV

444
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The Philadelphia Museum of Art celebrates African art 
and design in the Perelman Building. From contemporary 
photography, fashion, and architecture to centuries-old 
sculpture, 
Creative Africa presents One Continent: Five Exhibitions: 
One Season
 http://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/838.html 

Look Again: Contemporary Perspectives on African Art
May 14–December 4, 2016
 Special Exhibitions Gallery
A fresh perspective on Africa’s rich artistic heritage in this 
selection of works from the world-renowned collections of 
the Penn Museum. This engaging presentation includes a 
compelling variety of art created in West and Central Africa 
from the 1500s to the 1900s, including carved ivories and bronze altar objects from 
the kingdom of Benin, Kongo power figures, Kuba woven textiles and wood vessels, 
Akan gold weights, Kota reliquary figures, and more. 
Organizers: Look Again: Contemporary Perspectives on African Art was organized 
by the Philadelphia Museum of Art in cooperation with the Penn Museum. Guest 
curator Kristina Van Dyke

Three Photographers/Six Cities
April 30–September 25, 2016
 Julien Levy Gallery
Get a street-level view of six African cities—Cairo, Nairobi, Lagos, Johannesburg, 
Bamako, and Tombouctou—through  the work of three extraordinary African 
photographers. From Akinbode Akinbiyi’s careful observation of urban centers and 
Ananias Léki Dago’s offbeat scenes of Nairobi, Johannesburg, and Bamako, to Sey-
dou Camara’s examination of endangered Islamic manuscripts in Mali, the images 
in this exhibition offer unique perspectives on contemporary African experience.
Curator: Peter Barberie, The Brodsky Curator of Photographs, Alfred Stieglitz Center

Vlisco: African Fashion on a Global Stage
April 30, 2016–January 22, 2017
 Joan Spain Gallery
Discover how the Dutch company Vlisco became one of the most influential textile 
brands in West and Central African  fashion and a design inspiration around the 
world. Known for its bold and colorful patterns, Vlisco creates fabrics that marry 
tradition with luxury. This exhibition explores the company’s most enduring de-
signs, follows the creation of a new  textile, and showcases a selection of contem

New Openings

April 30, 2016 – (Note 
various end dates).

Creative Africa

Altar Head, 16th century
Benin Kingdom, Nigeria
(University of Pennsylvania Museum 
of Archeology and Anthropology, 
Philadelphia: Purchased from W. 
O. Oldman) Image courtesy of the 
Penn Museum, Image #250922. 
Photograph by Gary Ombler for 
Dorling Kindersley
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porary fashions by African and European mak-
ers as well as Vlisco’s in-house design team.
Curator: Dilys E. Blum, The Jack M. and An-
nette Y. Friedland Senior Curator of Costume 
and Textiles

The Architecture of Francis Kéré: Building for 
Community
May 14–September 25, 2016
 Collab Gallery and the Skylit Atrium
Immerse yourself in a site-specific environment 
designed by acclaimed Burkinabe architect 
Francis Kéré. This exhibition sheds light on Kéré’s inventive approach to building, 
which views local expertise and materials as well as collective input as invaluable 
resources. In addition to sculpted spaces for visitors to gather, reflect, and converse, 
this exhibition offers a retrospective of Kéré’s award-winning projects, including a 
simple yet elegant design for a school in a remote village in Burkina Faso.
Curators: Kathryn Bloom Hiesinger, The J. Mahlon Buck, Jr. Family Senior Curator 
of European Decorative Arts after 1700; Colin Fanning, Curatorial Fellow, Europe-
an Decorative Arts & Sculpture

Threads of Tradition
April 30, 2016–January 2017
' Costume and Textiles Study Gallery
Admire the dazzling patterns of traditional African textiles and 
uncover the techniques used to achieve them. This exhibition high-
lights a selection of West and Central African textiles acquired by the 
Museum in the last fifteen years as well as loans from the Penn Muse-
um. Among the works on view are exquisite examples of kente cloth, 
vibrant Asante and Ewe textiles worn as a sign of wealth and prestige.
Curator: H. Kristina Haugland, The Le Vine Associate Curator of 
Costume and Textiles and Supervising Curator for the Study Room

Dazzling Graphics collection, 2011
Designed by Sasja Strengholt, Deux d’Amsterdam, for 
Vlisco. Made by Vlisco, Helmond, Netherlands
Photograph by Fritz Kok

Woman’s Cloth (detail), c. 1930–80
Asante culture, Akan peoples, Ghana
Purchased with funds contributed by donors to the Costume and 
Textiles Revolving Fund, 2001-170-1a

444

Smithsonian’s National Museum of African Art
Washington, D.C.
Five leading contemporary artists -  Yinka Shonibare, Sammy Baloji,  Berni Searle, 
Moataz Nasr and  Theo Eshetu - explore temporal strategies to convey how time is 
experienced—and produced—by the body. Bodies climb, dance, and dissolve in six 
works of video and film, or “time-based” art. Characters and the actions they depict 
repeat, resist, and reverse any expectation that time must move relentlessly forward.  
http://www.lacma.org/art/exhibition/senses-time-video-and-film-based-works-africa 
http://africa.si.edu/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/

May 18, 2016 – March 
5, 2017.
Senses of Time: Video 
and Film-Based Works 
of Africa
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In cooperation with Calvert 22, London, England.
A program on the legacy of cultural relationships between Africa, the Soviet Union 
and related countries during the Cold War.  
http://calvert22.org/red-africa/

May 26, 2016 - 
August 21, 2016.

Red Africa

444

Fitchburg Art Museum, Fitchburg, Massachusetts 
I recently visited Global Africa: Creativity, Continuity, and Change in African Art 
and one could hardly find a less likely match:  an aging New England mill town and 
a lively presentation of contemporary African art.  Perhaps this could only hap-
pen with someone as determined as the Curator Jean Borgatti as the matchmaker.  
On closer examination one finds a variety of factors conducive to this exceptional 
intersection:  An extremely supportive and active local museum, generous donor/
collectors, and an engaged local community.  Indeed, the Fitchburg Art Museum is 
one of the most active and successful cultural institutions in central New England.  
Since Global Africa opened in November 2014, it has been enjoyed by over 15,000 
visitors, including 3483 students on field trips from local public schools, and over 
500 student visitors from Fitchburg State University.  

Global Africa is comprised 
of 174 objects selected from 
the Museum’s  permanent 
collection of nearly one 
thousand works of art, 
Borgatti has  sought to inte-
grate old and new, isolated 
masks and full masquerades, 
stationary works and vid-
eo clips, and African and 
African Diaspora works.  
The exhibition spans three 
large rooms, surrounds a 
Learning Lounge, the “kid’s 
room,” a well-designed interactive space with African clothing to try on, maps, 
mask making materials, history panels, even a loom for experiential weaving.  Ex-
amples of African currencies, traditional and contemporary, are displayed as well as 
gold weights from Ghana.

A few quick examples:  In the room, “Masquerades, Masks, and Music,” Borgatti 
has combined complete brilliant masquerade figures with backing videos of perfor-
mances along with labels including backgrounds and photographs of the makers 
(such as Pius Isah Omogbai of Nigeria).  One of the spectacular masquerades of ka-
leidoscopic colors is a Cuban Abakua masquerade.  Behind the masquerade figures 

April 18, 2016 - 
August 2017

Global Africa: 
Creativity, Continuity, 
and Change in African 
Art 

Exhibition Review 
by Philip Peek
Emeritus Faculty, Anthro-
pology, Drew University    
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are a pair of Sokari Douglas Camp’s drummers 
which do play periodically.  Severalof Phyllis Gal-
embo’s photographs of Nigerian masqueraders are 
on opposite walls along with a truly delightful Willie 
Cole chiwara via bicycle parts which is backed by 
five related chiwara carvings.
of Phyllis Galembo’s photographs of Nigerian mas-
queraders are on opposite walls along with a truly 
delightful Willie Cole chiwara via bicycle parts 
which is backed by five related chiwara carvings 

In another gallery (Beyond Indigo) is “The Indigo 
Project” - an installation by Ife Franklin, an 

American artist of African descent, of an adire-covered, full-sized slave cabin.  
Other indigo-dyed cloth, including more Yorub a adire cloth, hang in the room 
along with several pieces of kente cloth.  A third display space, “Life and Afterlife,” 
incorporates a collage by contemporary Scottish-Ghanaian artist, Maud Sulter, a 
wonderful “fantasy coffin” (being a terrific replica of a 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air) and 
terracotta funeral pieces.

The Fitchburg Art Museum has also hosted outside exhibitions and programs, such 
as the NEH traveling version of “Wrapped in Pride” from UCLA’s Fowler Museum 
with a program that incorporated the local Ghanaian community.  Another pro-
gram was a reading by Gabriel Okara, a venerable Niger Delta poet, on the occasion 
of the official “unveiling” of the first contemporary African art work acquired by 
the Museum, Sokari Douglas Camp’s “Drummers.”  A great experience for me as I 
had taught Okara’s poetry in my Peace Corps English literature classes in the Niger 
Delta!  Before having access to as much gallery space as “Global Africa” takes up, 
Borgatti spread her curatorial work around the Museum inserting African art works 
in other gallery spaces to create associations between them and European and 
American paintings and sculptures to stimulate different ways of thinking about 
them.   Label copy is provided in both English and Spanish – a sign not of knee-jerk 
multiculturalism but of the Museum’s commitment since 2013 to a varied audience 
including Fitchburg’s 40% population of Spanish speakers.  As if to underscore the 
close community relationship encouraged by the Fitchburg Art Museum, the day of 
my visit was filled with members of local garden clubs interpreting art works with 
floral arrangements in “Global Africa” and other galleries.  I’m sure the artists repre-
sented in Borgatti’s excellent exhibition would applaud the resultant bricolage.

444
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West African Research Center, Dakar, Senegal, OFF Programme of the 2016 
Dak'Art Biennale (Senegal). 
CHEZ/HOME is an exhibition presented within the Curated OFF program by SBU 
PhD Candidate Joseph Underwood. The exhibition features new work from pho-
tographers Fiona Cashell (SBU MFA alumna) and Ibrahima Thiam raphers Fiona 
Cashell (SBU MFA alumna) and Ibrahima Thiam (Saint-Louis du Sénégal). 

(L) Portraits Vintage series (9 images). Matte prints. 2015-2016. 30 x 40 cm. Courtesy of Ibrahi-
ma Thiam.
(R) Painted series (9 images). Mixed media digital giclee prints on archival rag paper. 2016. 
Materials include acrylic paint, acrylic medium, gouache, broken glass, flour, pencil, pastel, 
dirt, metal, plastic. 8.5 x 11 in. Courtesy of Fiona Cashell.

May 1 - May 31, 2016.
CHEZ/HOME

From the curatorial text: 
"Beyond the traditional definition of a home as a single geographic locale, many of 
today’s global citizens think and work as members of a transnational generation. 
But if there is no focal point to serve as home, and passports are seen as arbitrary 
identifiers, how do individuals root themselves? This is the question addressed by 
the artists in this exhibition as they see the human experience move away from 
being rooted in a single geographic space, and toward a multifocal construction of 
identity. 
Fiona Cashell, an Irish artist active in New York, and Ibrahima Thiam, a Senegalese 
photographer from Saint-Louis, present new work that speaks to the question of 
home. Following individual paths that resonate with other denizens of the 21st 
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Opening Date TBA
Professors Bolaji Campbell and Henry Drewal are co-curating a collaborative exhi-
bition of Egungun ensembles and performances opening at the Rhode Island School 
of Design (RISD) in the summer 2016 and on view until December 2016. Plans to 
travel the exhibition are under development and inquires are welcome from inter-
ested colleagues/institutions.  Contact:  bcampbel@risd.edu  hjdrewal@wisc.edu).  

Whirling Return of the 
Ancestors

444

Baltimore Museum of Art, Maryland
 
This exhibition presents the art of eastern Africa's nomadic societies,  Maasai, Sam-
buru, Somali, and Turkana ethnic groups, and explores the ways in which mobility 
shapes creativity and artistic form. Unlike the monumental sculpture found in sed-
entary societies, the artworks presented in this exhibition are lightweight, portable, 
and almost always associated with the body. They highlight the abstract impulse of 
the region and showcase how, in mobile societies, functional objects become im-
bued with aesthetic qualities.  Among the highlights are the colorful designs found 
on beaded jewelry and the monochromatic geometric forms of shields, containers, 
and weapons of war. https://artbma.org/exhibitions/upcoming.html 

June 1, 2016 - Novem-
ber 27, 2016
Design for Mobile Liv-
ing: Art from Eastern 
Africa

16 Apr 2016-
17 Jul 2016
Still (the) Barbarians

Liese Van der Watt reviews the EVA International Biennale, curated by Koyo 
Kouoh, In Limerick, Ireland: 
http://www.contemporaryand.com/magazines/no-more-waiting-for-the-barbarians/

444

century, these artists have created work that demonstrates alternative ways of root-
ing the self, beyond looking to a fixed geographic point—beyond a childhood home 
or national pride."

The full curatorial text, as well as biographical information on the artists, is available 
on the exhibition's website in both French and English.www.ChezHomeExhibition.com

Rue E x Léon Gontran Damas,
Fann Residence (near the Centre de Suivi Ecologique)
Center open Mon-Sat, 10h-12h and 15h-17

444

444
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Fowler Museum at UCLA

The late Afro-Cuban visual artist Belkis Ayón (1967–1999) is highly regarded for 
her signature pioneering technique of collography, a  printing process in which a 
wide variety of materials of various textures are collaged on a cardboard matrix. Of 
equal importance to the artist’s distinctive oeuvre is her subject matter. Ayón tackled 
the complex challenge of representing the history, iconography, and mythologies 
surrounding the Afro-Cuban fraternal society Abakuá. For a Cuban woman, both 
her ascendency in the printmaking world and her personal feminist investigation 
of the African-derived all-male brotherhood were notable and bold. Her large-scale 
narrative works also combine references to Christianity. This first solo museum 
exhibition in the United States is a comprehensive overview of Ayón’s graphic pro-
duction. Nkame, a word synonymous with “greeting” and “praise” in the language of 
Abakuá, is a posthumous tribute to the artist and her short but fertile career. 

October 2, 2016¬–
February 12, 2017

Nkame: A Retrospec-
tive of Cuban Print-
maker Belkis Ayón

Belkis Ayón, La cena (The Supper), 1991. Collograph, 138 x 300 
cm. Courtesy of the Belkis Ayón Estate

Fowler Museum at UCLA

This exhibition presents important African artworks that 
entered the Fowler Museum’s collection as a result of the 
enduring friendship between two individuals, collector 
and long-term Fowler patron Jay T. Last and the late New 
York-based artist and dealer Merton D. Simpson. The 
exhibition features two rare objects from the Simpson 
Estate, a Yaka mask (mbawa) and a Lobala drum from 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  These monu-
mental works were gifted to the Fowler by Simpson’s 
family because of Simpson’s decades-long relationship 
with Last, and Last’s close connections to the Museum. 
The exhibition also includes exceptional examples of art 
made by the Lega peoples of the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo and the Zulu peoples of South Africa, which 
Last purchased from Simpson’s New York gallery before 
donating them to the Fowler.  

May 8–August 7, 2016

Fowler in Focus: 
The Collector and 
the Dealer: Gifts of 
African Art from Jay 
T. Last and Merton D. 
Simpson

Yaka mask Mask, mbawa, 
plant fiber, pigment, cane. 
Yaka peoples, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. 
Fowler Museum at UCLA, 
Gift of Merton Simpson 
Estate.
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Fourth Annual Conference of the Association for Modern and Contemporary 
Art of the Arab World, Turkey and Iran (AMCA), in partnership with Barjeel 
Art Foundation and New York University Abu Dabi (NYUAD).
Our art historical account of modernism has long been 
rooted in an idea of dissatisfaction with representa-
tion, in a twentieth-century impatience with perceived 
distance from ‘real’ material, emotion, or knowledge. 
While Western scholarship privileges one network 
of European artists with the invention of abstraction 
in 1910, this dissatisfaction with representation per-
meated other disciplines as well. Modern architects 
ceased concerning themselves with historical styles as 
a métier, instead designing machines for living, and 
for knowing. By mid century, the methods of postwar 
sociology and planning shifted in the direction of 
producing data sets which, offering ways to manipulate 
experience apart from the singularity of good taste or 
the frame of the individual, became material to the art object (and its deconstruc-
tion) as well. 
For more information, see http://amcainternational.org/category/conferences/.  

May 22-25, 2016.
Abstraction Unframed

hhh
Conference of the American Anthropological Association and African Studies 
Association. 
Dakar, Senegal
An interdisciplinary conference to focus research attention on important transfor-
mations as they relate to Africa’s future. Hosted in Dakar by the Council for the De-
velopment of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA) and the West African 
Research Center (WARC), the conference will itself model innovation and creativity 
in its presentation formats and its location. Dakar, now a city of more than two mil-
lion people, exemplifies these dynamic changes— developing into a modern, global 
city while maintaining its rich cultural roots and identity.  The keynote addresses 
and selected sessions will be streamed online to enable participation at a distance. 
Over the course of 2-1/2 days, opportunities will unfold for presenting and discuss-
ing ideas in a variety of formats.  

June 1-4, 2016.
Innovation, 
transformation and 
sustainable futures in 
Africa 

hhh
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The 31st annual conference of the South African Visual Arts Historians
(SAVAH), 
University of Johannesburg, South Africa

It will commence with a welcoming event on the evening of Thursday 28 July and 
end with tours on the morning of   Sunday 31 July.
http://savah.org.za/   

This conference seeks to take stock of what we do in art history (and related areas of 
exploration) in light of new calls for transformation and relevance. 

• What do we understand by an imperative to “decolonise” the university and/
or our discipline/s, and are such agendas feasible and productive? 
• What kinds of topics, themes and areas of exploration are relevant to art 
history and visual culture studies in South Africa in the 21st century? 
• How have calls for transformation within the academy had a bearing on the 
perspectives we might adopt to understand art, architecture and visual culture – 
whether contemporary or historical – from outside the academy?   
• How might a politics of race and anti-imperialism inform not only what we 
explore but also how we go about the practices of research? In this regard, are there 
theorists whose work we ought to consider more than we do, and are there different 
methodologies we ought to employ? 
• If resistance associated with the Rhodes Must Fall campaign focused pri-
marily on a politics of race, should equal attention not also be directed at the impli-
cations of gender or class on visual representation? 
• What might be the role of community engagement initiatives within the 
academic project? 
• How might a decolonising impetus as well as a drive towards promoting 
inclusivity affect not only curricula but also educational practices? 
• How might such transformative agendas affect curatorial initiatives, public 
art or the collecting of art? 
• To what extent have other kinds of changes in recent years – such as devel-
opments within the digital domain – offered new opportunities to facilitate such 
critical engagement with art historical practices? 

Confirmed keynote speaker: Prof Steven Nelson, Director, African Studies Center, 
UCLA, Los Angeles

July 28–31, 2016.
Rethinking Art History 
and Visual Culture in a 
Contemporary 
Context

hhh

July 5-7, 2016.
4ème rencontres des 
Etudes Africaines en 
France

Paris, France
http://reaf2016.sciencesconf.org/
Will host some panels on African art and museum studies.
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Beijing, China
Art and cultural historians from all over the world, from a vast cross-section of 
disciplines and fields of professional interest will explore ways of seeing, describing, 
analyzing and classifying works of art. The topics are divided into 21 sections. The 
sections should enable comparisons to be made between different viewpoints and 
methods. Each panel will compose a program reflecting the CIHA’s commitment to 
the idea of diversity, which should allow talks on different genres, epochs and coun-
tries to be brought together.

For a list of sessions and chairs, see: Sessions: The 34th Congress of CIHA, Beijing 
2016

September 15-22, 
2016.
The 34th International 
World Congress of Art 
History (CIHA)

hhh

Bridging Scholarship, Policy, and Representation in African Studies
59th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association (ASA)

Washington Marriott Wardman Park, Washington, DC
http://www.africanstudies.org/annual-meetings 

The Arts Council of the African Studies Association (ACASA)-sponsored panel at 
the African Studies Association: African Arts and the Community: Exhibition and 
Outreach Strategies in the USA and Africa is inspired by this year's ASA conference 
theme, Imagining Africa at the Centre: Bridging Scholarship, Policy and Representa-
tion in African Studies. 

December 1-3, 2016.
Imagining Africa at 
the Center 

Organising committee:  Prof Federico Freschi (SAVAH President), Prof Karen von Veh 
(SAVAH President ex-officio), Prof Brenda Schmahmann (South African Research 
Chair in South African Art and Visual Culture, University of Johannesburg), Prof Judy 
Peter (University of Johannesburg).

hhh

hhh
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The expansive maritime societies of Zanzibar, the east African coast, and Persian 
Gulf. From the 1840’s, cameras traced the international migrations of traders, sail-
ors, sons, and daughters through Indian Ocean ports, continuing trade that dates 
back over five millennia.  Smithsonian’s National Museum of African art and the 
Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center, Washington, D.C. Curated by Erin Haney, Ph.D., 
with the assistance of Xavier Courouble.
http://indian-ocean.africa.si.edu/ 

Sailors and Daughters: 
Early Photography 
and the Indian Ocean 
World

EEE

Founded in 1971, the Warren M. Robbins Library is the major resource center in 
the United States for the research and study of the visual arts of Africa. Its collec-
tion of more than 50,000 volumes covers all aspects of African visual arts, including 
sculpture, painting, printmaking, pottery, textiles, crafts, popular culture, photogra-
phy, architecture, rock art, and archaeology. The African Art Library also has signif-
icant supporting collections of African ethnography, musicology, performing arts, 
theater, cinema, oral traditions, religion, creative writing, and arts in the African 
Diaspora as well as general information on the history of African countries. The Af-
rican Art Library has around 5,000 artists' files on contemporary African artists and 
on topics relating to African art, culture and history. It also has small collections of 
artists' books, videos, posters, and maps.
 http://library.si.edu/libraries/african-art/subject-guide 

The Warren M. 
Robbins Library at the 
National Museum of 
African Art

EEE

For the Smithsonian Museum's data base of museums with African art collections: 
http://library.si.edu/libraries/african-art/african-art-collections 

Museums with African 
Art Collections

EEE

Janet Stanley of the National Museum of African Art has compiled a data base of 
approximately 5,000 files and monographs of contemporary African artists: 
http://www.sil.si.edu/SILPublications/ModernAfricanArt/monographs_main.cfm?_
ga=1.108174786.1355976372.1434894771  

Contemporary 
African artists’ files 
and monographs

EEE
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H-AfrArts call for List 
Editors and Review 
Editors

H-AfrArts is looking for List Editors and Review Editors to join the team and share 
duties on a volunteer basis.
H-AfrArts is an international network jointly sponsored by H-Net (Humanities On-
line) and ACASA (Arts Council of the African Studies Association-USA) to provide 
a forum for the discussion and exploration of African expressive culture.

Applicants must have demonstrated expertise in African Arts and have regular and 
reliable access to email. For a detailed description of the duties of list editors and the 
application process, please consult the H-Net guidelines at:
http://www.h-net.org/lists/nominations/editor.php

Interested applicants should send a covering letter and their CV by email to: editori-
al-afrarts@mail.h-net.msu.edu 

Applications will be accepted until the positions are filled. For more information 
please contact us: 
David Riep - Advisory Board (david.riep@me.com); Helena Cantone - Editor 
(yenacanta@gmail.com) or
Jean Borgatti - Review Editor (jborgatti@gmail.com).

uuu

The curatorial team of the up-coming exhibition 
African Print Fashion Now! at the Fowler Museum is 
seeking a 1960s-1970s era dashiki for display.  African 
Print Fashion Now! will open in Los Angeles, at the 
Fowler Museum at UCLA, in March, 2017, and will 
then travel to the Museum of Art and Design in New 
York in 2018.  If you have a vintage dashiki that you 
can lend to the exhibition, or if you know of someone 
who would be willing to lend theirs, please contact one 
of the team members:  Suzanne Gott (Suzanne.Gott@
ubc.ca), Kristine Loughran (tinabini@mac.com). Betsy 
Quick (bquick@arts.ucla.edu), or Leslie Rabine (lwr-
abine@gmail.com).

Call for a Dashiki for 
Fowler Museum 
Exhibition

Photo of Stef Yamb by Djibril 
Drame, Dakar, Senegal, 2015.

uuu
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On the occasion of the AfroPixel#5 Festival organized by Kër Thiossane as part 
of the 2016 Dak’Art Biennale, lettera27 is presenting an exhibition of Moleskine 
notebooks created in four years of AtWork itinerant educational format by young 
creative individuals and artists who participated in the Dakar, Abidjan, Kampala 
and Cairo workshops. 

The exhibition, curated by Katrin Peters-Klaphake, was held at the public library of 
Sicap Liberté 2, Dakar, which was renovated for the occasion.  The audiences really 

appreciated the gesture of giving back the meaning 
to the public space by turning it into the artworks 
exhibition. The local art and graphic design students 
had an opportunity to be inspired by the works of 
their peers from the continent and the inhabitants of 
the neighbourhood felt compelled to sign up to the 
public library, previously unnoticed.

Following up on the event and invited by Art Basel for Non-Profit Visual Arts Or-
ganizations, lettera27 Foundation has launched its first crowdfunding campaign on 
Kickstarter to implement the sixth chapter of AtWork panafrican journey. The idea 
is to hold a 5-day workshop conducted by the internationally acclaimed curator 
Simon Njami in Addis Ababa in December 2016, in partnership with Addis Foto 
Fest and Aida Muluneh, renowned Ethiopian artist and the festival’s founder.

Lettera27 is seeking any likeminded individuals to 
join the movement and contribute to building a new 
generation of free creative thinkers on the continent. 
Email either Elena.Korzhenevich@lettera27.org or Ad-
ama.Sanneh@lettera27.org.

AtWork Addis Ababa 
Workshop 

uuu

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has awarded the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts 
a $1.5 million grant that will support in-depth technical examination, conservation, 
and art historical research of the museum’s African art collection. This 42-month 
project involves VMFA’s newly conceived Center for Advanced Study in Art Con-
servation, which is designed to bring conservators and curators together with scien-
tists, art scholars, and global experts to expand knowledge about the works of art. 
The grant will make it possible for the museum to acquire scientific equipment em-
ployed to analyze the structure of complex assemblages, determine pigments, assess 
metal alloys, and identify organic materials employed in creating African works 
of art. The study will allow museum staff to concentrate on works where analysis 
can lead to well-informed conservation treatment, yield new knowledge through 
the combination of scientific and cultural examination, and help prepare complex 
works for display. A major reinstallation and exhibition of the African collection ac

Mellon Grant for Re-
search and Conserva-
tion at Virginia 
Museum of Fine Arts
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companied by a scholarly catalogue and a wide variety of programs will present 
the findings of the studies to the public.  Several curatorial and conservation 
positions and fellowships will be advertised, including the Curatorial Research 
Specialist listed in this issue (See "Opportunities"). The Mellon Foundation grant 
is committed to encouraging diversity in the museum profession.  

Authentically African:
Arts and the Transnational Politics of Congolese Culture
New African Histories Series, Ohio University Press, 2015. 
By Sarah Van Beurden, Associate professor of African studies at the Ohio State 
University and Visiting Scholar, The Max Planck Institute for the History of Science 
in Berlin, Germany.

Sarah Van Beurden traces the relationship between the possession, definition, and 
display of art and the construction of cultural authenticity and political legitimacy 
from the late colonial until the postcolonial era. Her study of the interconnected 
histories of these two institutions is the first history of an art museum in Africa, and 
the only work of its kind in English.
 Over time, the Royal Museum for Central Africa in Tervuren, Belgium, and 
the Institut des Musées Nationaux du Zaire (IMNZ) in the Congo have defined and 
marketed Congolese art and culture. Drawing on Flemish-language sources other 
scholars have been unable to access, the author illuminates the politics of museum 
collections, showing how the IMNZ in the Congo became a showpiece in Mobu-
tu’s effort to revive “authentic” African culture. She reconstructs debates between 
Belgian and Congolese museum professionals, revealing how the dynamics of 
decolonization played out in the fields of the museum and international heritage 
conservation. Finally, she casts light on the art market, showing how the traveling 
displays put on by the IMNZ helped intensify collectors’ interest and generate an 
international market for Congolese art.

III

Emotan – A Journal of 
the Arts

Emotan is published by the Department of Fine and Applied Arts
University of Benin, Benin City, Nigeria
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African Studies Quarterly 16, no. 1 (December 2015): 39-71. 
Courtnay Micots, Assistant Professor of Art History, Florida A & M University. 
Previously Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Wits Art Museum, 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.

Upon first glance, two-story buildings constructed in brick and stone in coastal 
Ghana appear to be British colonial homes. However, though their façades were 
inspired by British styles, these early colonial period residences were actually built 
for Africans. Russell House, completed in 1898, manifests a deliberately constructed 
hybrid style of architecture combining local elements—asymmetry, a courtyard plan 
and two-story compact massing—with the British Italianate style and Afro-Portu-
guese sobrado plan. The motivations for such cultural appropriations are complex 
and require a deep understanding of the social, political and economic contexts in

"Age of Elegance: An 
Italianate Sobrado on 
the Gold Coast."

https://networks.h-net.org/node/12834/discussions/27931/cfp-emotan-jour-
nal-arts-university-benin 
Vol. 8, # 1   January 2014, Edited by Jean Borgatti
ISSN 0794-9699

NOTE:   Limited edition of 200.  To Reserve Your Copy,  contact Jean Borgatti 
(jborgatti@gmail.com). 

TOC Alert:
Kathy Curnow: Empowering Benin: Osun, Art, and an Illuminating Lost Work
Noemi Diop: The Set Setal Youth Movement Past and Presnt: Art and community 
Organizing in Dakar, Senegal
Daniel E. Inneh: Traditional Metal Work in the Kingdom of Benin 
Joseph Nevadomsky, Barbara Putova, and Vaclav Soukup: Benin Art and Casting 
Technologies
Freeborn Odiboh and Samson Ukweku: Metal Gates of Benin City: Fences of Fancy 
or Fences of Fear?
CIKennedy Jude Eweka: Made in Nigeria Ceramic Kiln Furniture Using Kaolin and 
Ball Clay from Afowa in Etsako West Local Government Area, Edo State

Also Included are the following four articles first delivered at the University of 
Benin Graduate Student Panel, Triennial Symposium on African Art, Brooklyn, 
NY 2014:
John Anabui: Waste to Wealth: Material Exploration for Casting in the Fine Arts 
Department, University of Benin
Titi Omoighe: Evolution and Revolution in Benin Art 
Mike Omoighe: Evolution in the University of Benin Art School: From Solomon 
Wangboje 1978 to Freeborn Odigih 2013 Ekpenyong: The Plight of Benin City’s Art Market.

III
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Henry Drewal 
Fulbright Award

Henry Drewal has been awarded a Senior Research Fulbright to Morocco to study 
forged iron art with blacksmiths during his sabbatical from UW-Madison in 2016-
2017. When he returns he will be a Fellow at the Bard Graduate Center in NYC 
working on his book on Sensiotics.

which the houses were built in Ghana, formerly the Gold Coast. An examination of 
this new style exemplified in the Russell House will demonstrate how coastal elite 
architecture reflects status, modernity, and resistance to British colonization.

After 50 years of service, William "Bill" Fagaly, is retiring 
from the New Orleans Museum of Art (NOMA). During 
his tenure, Bill organized over 90 art exhibitions for both 
NOMA and other institutions, published over 100 essays 
and articles, received several awards and built the Afri-
can Art collection at NOMA to be one of the finest in the 
country. 
NOMA is celebrating Bill on Friday, August 26, 2016 
during Friday Nights at NOMA, since that date is the 50th 
anniversary of his first day of work at NOMA. Mark your 
Calendar - More details to come!

William "Bill" Fagaly
retirement

RRR

RRR

Magdalene Reddy, at 
the African Art Center, 
Durbin

Magdalene Reddy was appointed new Executive Director of the African Art Centre 
Durbin, South Africa. 
The African Art Centre is the longest surviving South African organization involved 
in the development and promotion of African artists and crafters.  Magdalene 
Reddy holds an Honors Degree in Music and has been a manager in a number of 
sectors within the arts and culture industry over the past 10 years. 
 “Although my first love for the arts was through music, my work at the Centre for 
Creative Arts developed my interest and experience across all artistic genres of
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Sylvester Okwunodu 
Ogbechie, Smithsonian 
Fellowship

RRR

Sylvester Okwunodu Ogbechie, Professor of Art History 
and Visual Culture of Global Africa at the University of 
California Santa Barbara, has been awarded a Smithsonian 
Institution Senior Fellowship Award (2016/2017) to conduct 
research on a book project titled Rethinking African Art 
History: Indigenous Arts, Modernity, and Discourses of the 
Contemporary. 

He will present Black is the New Black: Contemporary Afri-
can Art in the Global Marketplace, reviewing the emergence 
of contemporary African art into the global marketplace and 
how the economics and complexities of the market shape new interpretations of art 
and media, innovation and cultural heritage in Africa.
(See The 34th International World Congress of Art History (CIHA) in Beijing. Sep-
tember 15 - 22, 2016).

Af rican culture.  I was privileged to have been part of creating a platform for Af-
rican and international artists to share the beauty of their expertise with Durban 
audiences.  This intercultural exchange of artists and arts practitioners had helped 
me appreciate all forms of art in a special way,” says Reddy.
Reddy now brings her passion and experience to the African Art Centre helping to 
steer the ship into the next era.   “The wealth of local South African art needs to be 
shared with the world, we need to create processes and platforms for our artists to 
thrive.  The African Art Centre is here to help grow South Africa’s creative economy 
by developing market access and professional exhibition platforms for cutting-edge 
and relevant work by the artists and crafters of KwaZulu-Natal.”

RRR

Roslyn Fassett gallery 
show

Ukara Cloth #2 46X30 oil 2014

Works by Roslyn Fassett, Once Again
September 3 – 25, 2016 
Amity Gallery, Warwick, New York
Instructor, African Art History at SUNY Purchase
and New Paltz, New York. 
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ACASA:
- Sponsors the Triennial Symposium on African Art
- Provides critical financial support that enables us to help colleagues from the 
African continent, and graduate students from everywhere, travel to the Triennial 
Symposium
- Sponsors annual panels at the African Studies Association (ASA) and College Art 
Association (CAA) conferences
 - Publishes a Newsletter three times a year to help keep you up-to-date with                           
the African art world

- Connect with others around the world who share your passion for African arts 
and culture via a directory of members (not available online)
- Make a proposal for ACASA-sponsored conference panels and the Triennial Sym-
posium
- Save 20% off subscriptions to African Arts and The Drama Review
- Save 10% off subscriptions to Critical Interventions, Nka, Res, Art South Africa, 
Tribal Arts, and the annual Barbier-Mueller publication

When you renew for a three-year period you’ll receive a 10% discount off the re-
newal price.
- Individual (income under $25,000 or student) $25       (3-year option   $65)
- Individual (income between $25,000 and $50,000) $50      (3-year option $135)
- Individual (income over $50,000) $75        (3-year option $200)
- Institutional (including galleries and dealers) $125       (3-year option $335)
- Patron $175            (3-year option $470)
- Lifetime $1,000.00      (payable in 5 annual payments of $200 each)

- Individuals residing in Africa, the Caribbean, Central and South America** 
FREE
- Leadership Award Recipients FREE
** The ACASA board has adopted this policy to address income disparity, exchange rate fluctuations 
and wiring difficulties, and to promote exchange.

Memberships run on the calendar year (January - December). Anyone wishing to 
join ACASA of to renew a membership can access the member area by visiting: 
http://acasaonline.org/member/member.php

ACASA membership 
allows you to:

ACASA membership 
rates

Please send queries regarding membership to  
 Liese Van der Watt, 
 Secretary  
 liesevanderwatt@gmail.com

Please send correspondence about dues payment to 
 Jordan A. Fenton, 
 Treasurer 
 Department of Art, Miami University, Ohio
 400 S. Patterson Ave., 124 ART Building
 Oxford, OH 45156
 fentonja@miamioh.edu
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ACASA was established in 1982 as an independent non-profit professional associ-
ation affiliated with the African Studies Association (ASA). The organization exists 
to facilitate communication among scholars, teachers, artists, museum specialists, 
collectors, and all others interested in the arts of Africa and the African Diaspora. 
Its goals are to promote greater understanding of African material and expressive 
culture in all its many forms, and to encourage contact and collaboration with Afri-
can and Diaspora artists and scholars. 

ACASA recommends panels for inclusion in the ASA annual meeting program. 
and sponsors panels at the CAA annual conference. ACASA-sponsored panels and 
roundtables focus on a broad range of topics concerning all aspects of African art, 
both historical and contemporary. 

This is held during the ASA meeting each fall. Meetings are also held on an ad hoc 
basis at the CAA annual conference in February. ACASA is governed by a Board of 
Directors elected by its members. 

ACASA sponsors the Triennial Symposium on African Art, which is the premier 
forum for presenting cutting edge research on the art of Africa and the African 
Diaspora. It features a rich program of panels, cultural activities, and workshops for 
museum professionals. At the Triennial Symposium, ACASA presents awards for 
leadership and the best books and dissertations in the field of African art. 

ACASA publishes a Newsletter which is distributed to members and to colleagues 
in Africa and the Caribbean. The organization also sponsors initiatives to promote 
the advancement of African art scholarship. These have included a book distribu-
tion project to send publications to museums and libraries in Africa and the Carib-
bean, a textbook project that resulted in the widely-used college text A History of 
Art in Africa, and travel grants to African scholars and American graduate students 
to attend the Triennial Symposium. 

ACASA members receive three newsletters yearly featuring news about upcoming 
conferences, exhibitions, research, and opportunities for scholars. An annual di-
rectory is published with the Spring/Summer issue. For more information, please 
contact: Deborah Stokes, ACASA Newsletter Editor (Deborah.Stokes@icloud.com), 
or Leslie Rabine, Assistant Editor (lwrabine@gmail.com).  

ACASA Newsletter Back Issues The ACASA Newsletter digital archive is located at 
www.acasaonline.org/newsarchive.htm. Hard copies of back issues are available at 
no charge for members and for $5.00 for non-members. They can be obtained by 
sending a request to: Liese Van der Watt, Secretary, at  
liesevanderwatt@gmail.com.

The Arts Council of 
the African Studies 
Association (ACASA) 

African Studies Associ-
ation (ASA)-sponsored 
and College Art Asso-
ciation (CAA) affiliate 

ACASA Annual business 
meeting 

Triennial Symposium 

Activities and Projects

Newsletter


